About Camels

There are different types of camels. One-humped camels, two-humped camels,
brown, very dark brown, light-brown, yellow and white ones. Camels can also be
kept in the zoo, they can be wild, private clean and tidy, and very clean and welldressed.
Also you may see camel caravans, camels walking in a row, as a group, alone and
with babies.
Camels are used for riding, business trips, traveling, relaxation and a nice talk (not
to camels) while crossing the desert; for milking and for barbecue. Baby camels taste
especially good.
Female camels are recommended for beginner riders. They are said to be more
agreeable with a rider. However, you may face a mean and impolite female camel
with aptitude for fighting for freedom.
Rebellions are re-taught regularly. The process should not be interrupted.
Otherwise camels immediately turn back into poor attitude and bad behavior habits.
In general, a camel’s disposition is not humble. The expression of peace and
relaxation on their muzzle is no friendship and mutual understanding guarantee.
Therefore, do not approach a lonely camel just by trusting his placid look. A camel is
not a lion, of course, and will not jump to tear you into morsels. However, you won’t
be glad to get an unexpected bite. So, before making any attempt to communicate
with a camel, ask his manager if the camel is in proper mood today.
Roaring camels sound discontent, despite good nutrition and a healthy look.
Roaring camels usually show all their teeth which stick up in disorder and impress
with their size. The facial expression of a roaring camel is absolutely brutal.
Newly arrived westerners when they espy camels inform everyone loudly, snap
pictures, whirr with their videos, voice their own impressions and discuss camels’
behavior. They also block the car convoy, get stuck in sands, lose their way and
trudge at the end of the group.
Experienced ex-pats wait for the group to resume moving and do not bother
ecstatic novices with cynical remarks.
As a rule, most of the pictures taken are not zoomed. In the best shots one can
identify some dark and hilly objects. No one can tell for sure whether they were
distant hills or ruins of the ancient settlements.

